
ultra V series®

High-Head, High-Performance, 
Self-Priming Trash Pumps



Gorman-Rupp has been revolutionizing the pumping industry since 
1933. Many of the innovations introduced by Gorman-Rupp over the 
years have become industry standards.
More than ever, we continue to update 
our factories, processes, research and 
development, and engineering to ensure that 
our pumps and systems are among the most 
reliable and efficient in the world. One of our 
most successful and innovative lines of pumps 
has been our self-priming models.

Revolutionary improvements were made in 
1963 with the introduction of our T Series® 
self-priming pumps. Since then, continuous 
improvements to head, flow and efficiency 
have been made.

in 2000 we introduced our Super T Series® with 
many added maintenance features to enhance 
serviceability. And, in 2005, Gorman-Rupp 
introduced the revolutionary Ultra V Series® 

which offers industry-leading performance for 
self-priming applications.

Today, Gorman-Rupp self-priming pumps 
are the world’s leading choice for waste 
handling applications in industries such as 
steel and paper mills, mining operations, food 
processing plants, power plants, automotive 
factories, tanneries and wineries. They are 
also the pump of choice in many sewage-
handling applications worldwide.

Gorman-Rupp’s commitment to our original 
philosophy of innovation, continuous 
improvement, unparalleled quality and 
customer service continues to set us apart 
from others.

a history oF innoVation



our pumps deliVer deCades oF 
perFormanCe and Value
Gorman-Rupp is committed to meeting your fluid-handling requirements long after 
installation. The quality manufacturing and testing that goes into every Ultra V Series® 
pump guarantee long-lasting, trouble-free operation. And we provide a five year 
warranty and fast parts service to back up our products and ensure your peace of mind.

Value
Ultra V Series® pumps boast some of the lowest lifecycle costs 
in the industry. Because of the quality manufacturing and 
testing that goes into every Gorman-Rupp product, you benefit 
from minimal service interruptions and some of the lowest 
maintenance in the industry. Gorman-Rupp delivers the best ROi 
by ensuring low operating costs for decades.  

parts and service 
When you need a replacement part for your Ultra V Series,  
you’ll have it fast. With tens of thousands of genuine Gorman-Rupp 
parts and pumps at our disposal, we fill and ship 99% of parts 
orders within 24 hours. Should your Ultra V Series pump or 
ReliaSource® pump package ever require service, our worldwide 
network of factory-trained distributors is ready to quickly respond 
to your needs. With just one number to call for parts and service 
for your entire lift station, it’s easy and convenient to keep your 
equipment performing as it should.

peace of mind 
At Gorman-Rupp, we don’t just say our pumps are reliable. Unlike 
standard 90-day or one-year warranties, we guarantee every part 
and working component of a Ultra V Series pump for a full five years. 
With Gorman-Rupp, reliable performance is always guaranteed.

ultra V series® pumps are available in a 
variety of  drive variations including basic 
units, trailer mounted engine-driven units, 
or as part of an engineered reliasource® 
packaged pump station.



superior performance
The Ultra V Series® and VS Series solids-handling, self-priming centrifugal trash 
pumps offer up to three times the pressure and up to 60% more flow. 

Available in a variety of pump station configurations or stand-alone in 3”, 4” 
and 6” sizes. The superior  solids-handling and increased pressure capabilities 
of the Ultra V Series pumps make them ideally suited for a variety of industrial 
and sewage applications.

ultra V series® pumps Feature:
• Up to three times the pressure

• Up to 60% increased flow

• Greater efficiencies

• Self-cleaning features

• Reduced footprint

• Externally removable suction check valve

• Unique configuration capabilities

• improved solids-handling

three times the pressure
The patented UltraMate® can be paired with the Ultra 
V Series pump when system requirements exceed the 
Ultra V’s exceptional performance range. By adding the 
UltraMate unit directly to the Ultra V through an innovative 
transition chamber, maximum pressure is increased up 
to three times the pressure of traditional solids-handling, 
self-priming, single stage pumps. losses associated with 
conventional series connected pumps are also reduced, 
resulting in increased efficiencies.

smart scroll® discharge locator 
The patented Smart Scroll® can be rotated to fit your 
specific piping system. it can be ordered in vertical or 
horizontal facing, left or right positions.

ultra V series® 
& Vs series
High-Head, High Performance Self-Priming, 
Solids-Handling Trash Pumps
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specifications 
Pump Size:  3” (75 mm),  
4” (100 mm),  6” (150 mm)
Max. Capacity: 1900 GPM 
(119.9 lps)
Max. Solids: 3” (76.2 mm)
Max. head: 325’ (99.1 m)
Materials of Construction: 
Cast iron, 316 Stainless 
Steel fitted, Cd4MCu, G-R 
hard iron fitted

01 | Removable Suction Check 
 Valve

02 | Easy-Off Cover nuts

03 | Pusher Bolt holes

04 | Removable Back Coverplate

05 | Pressure Release Valve

06 | Shimless Coverplate 
 Adjustment

07 | Self-Cleaning Replaceable 
 Wearplate

08 | heavy-duty impeller

09 | Cartridge Mechanical Seal

10 | Atmospheric Bearing isolation

11 | Two double lip Seals

12 | heavy-duty Bearings

13 | Oversized Seal Oil Chamber

14 | Removable Rotating Assembly

15 | Bearing Oil Sight Gauge

16 | Seal Oil Sight Gauge

17 | Removable Rotating Assembly*

18 | Removable Back Coverplate*

19 | Smart Scroll®

20 | Transition Chamber

21 | fill Port
*Interchangeable with Ultra V Series® rotating assembly

All Ultra V Series® pumps 
come standard with a five-
year warranty.
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eConomiCal operation
& easy to serViCe
Gorman-Rupp’s patented external shimless 
adjustment design doubles the life of the 
impeller and wearplate.

The external shimless coverplate allows for easy adjustment of the clearance 
between the impeller and the wearplate. This process eliminates the need to 
realign belts, couplings or other drive components. in turn, the working height 
of the seal assembly and impeller back clearance are not disturbed. The 
unique collar and adjusting screw allow for incremental adjustments of the 
wearplate clearance.

Once adjustments have been made, the collar locks in place, maintaining 
the clearance setting even if the coverplate is removed. This design feature 
doubles the life of the impeller and wearplate while maintaining peak 
operating efficiency.

easily removable Coverplate 
The removable coverplate with easy-grip handle 
and pusher bolt capability provides quick and 
easy access to the pump interior.

solids-handling impeller 
The two-vane, semi-open solids 
handling impeller handles up 
to 3” (76.2 mm) diameter solids, 
depending on pump model. Pump 
out vanes on the impeller shroud 
reduce foreign material buildup 
behind the impeller and reduce 
pressure on the seal and bearings.

replaceable wearplate 
A replaceable self-cleaning 
wearplate ensures debris is 
cleared away and does not 
collect on the impeller vanes. This 
innovative design reduces the 
overall life cycle costs by minimizing 
blockage within the pump.

Gorman-rupp Cartridge seal 
The exclusive double-floating, self-aligning, oil lubricated 
mechanical cartridge seal with silicon carbide stationary 
and rotating faces is specifically designed for abrasive 
and ⁄ or trash handling service. Consult the factory for 
additional seal configurations.

dual Bearing protection 
An atmospheric barrier along with two lip seals provide 
additional protection of the pump bearings. This unique 
design also allows for quick and easy external monitoring 
of the bearing cavity.

removable rotating assembly
The entire rotating assembly can be removed without disturbing the pump volute or 
piping. Pusher bolt holes are provided to assist with removal. This allows for quick 
and easy installation of a spare rotating assembly, resulting in less downtime.

Check Valve 
A positive sealing, externally removable suction check 
valve is standard on Ultra V Series® models. This 
eliminates the need to disconnect any piping for inspection 
or replacement. The check valve has a blowout center that 
limits excessive volute pressure, protecting the pump.



Gorman-rupp ultra V series®

The Right Pump For The Job

Built upon the 
foundation of the 
Super T Series®, 
Gorman-Rupp Ultra 
V Series® pumps 
excel in high-head 
applications where 
traditional self-
priming trash pumps 
fall short. Available 
in three sizes, these 
pumps can be 
configured as a trailer 
mounted engine-
driven unit or be part 
of an engineered 
ReliaSource® pump 
station that is factory 
assembled, tested, 
shipped, and ready for 
installation. 

ultra V series®

Size: 3” (75 mm) 
ultra V series®

Size: 4” (100 mm)
ultra V series®

Size: 6” (150 mm)

Vs series
Size: 3” (75 mm) 

Vs series
Size: 4” (100 mm)

Vs series
Size: 6” (150 mm)

Basic pumps drive 
Variations

ultra V series®

ReliaSource® packaged 
pumping stations

ultra V series®

Engine driven
Shown with optional wheel kit

pump performance data
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VS4

Ultra V Series® VS Series

Note: Consult factory for other performance conditions.

*Viton® is a registered trademark of DuPont Performance Elastomers. All rights reserved.

The V3B and VS3B 
models offer an 
optional hydraulic 
design developed to 
meet three inch solids-
handling requirements 
in a three inch pump.

•	 industrial & Municipal 
ReliaSource® Packages

•	 Automatic Air Release 
Valve 

•	 discharge Check Valve 

•	 Suction & discharge 
flange Kits

•	 Volute Casing heater

•	 Suction & discharge 
Gauge Kits

•	 Complete Replacement 
Rotating Assembly

•	 Pump Spare Parts Kit

•	 Pump Easy drain Kit

•	 Custom Seal Options

•	 Controls & Complete 
Stations

•	 Optional Elastomers 
and Suction flap Valve 
Materials (EPdM, 
neoprene, AflAS-TfE, 
Viton®*)

optional accessories



Engineering and manufacturing superiority has been the hallmark of Gorman-Rupp since our inception in 1933. Today we bring our products to 
life in some of the most efficient, modern and state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities in the world. Gorman-Rupp has a selection of nearly 3,000 
pump models, and our world-class team of distributors has worked closely with thousands of end users around the world. We have the proven 
expertise and the resources to specify, manufacture, test and service your pump, and to ensure reliable performance for the long haul.

Fluid-handlinG equipment  
desiGned with your needs in mind 

Gorman-rupp pumps 
Mansfield, Ohio, USA
Gorman-rupp Canada
St. Thomas, Ontario, Canada

manufacturing Facilities 
distribution Centers

Gorman-rupp europe 
Culemborg, netherlands
Gorman-rupp africa 
Cape Town, South Africa 
durban, South Africa 
Johannesburg, South Africa (headquarters)

distribution Centers 
Bangkok, Thailand
dubai, United Arab Emirates 
Grand Prairie, Texas, USA 
Culemborg, netherlands 
Sparks, nevada, USA

Head Office
 3057 Marentette Ave 
Windsor, On N8X 4G1

Dan Kurtz
Phone: 1-(226) 377-4100

Fax: 1-(905) 847-2425

Email: dan@windsorpump.com 
www.windsorpump.com

Peter Kurtz
Phone: 1-(905) 302-3933 

Fax: 1-(905) 847-2425

E-mail: peter@windsorpump.com 
www.windsorpump.com

Phone: 1-(519) 969-2190  

Fax: 1-(519) 969-2047

Email: sales@windsorpump.com

Sales and Engineering



super t series®

Self-Priming, Solids-Handling 
Trash Pumps



a history oF innoVation
Gorman-Rupp has been revolutionizing the pumping 
industry since 1933. Many of the innovations 
introduced by Gorman-Rupp over the years have 
become industry standards. 
More than ever, we continue to update our factories, processes, research 
and development, and engineering to ensure that our pumps and systems 
are among the most reliable and efficient in the world. One of our most 
successful and innovative lines of pumps has been our self-priming models.

Revolutionary improvements were made in 1963 with the introduction of 
our T Series® self-priming pumps. Since then, continuous improvements to 
head, flow and efficiency have been made.

in 2000 we introduced our Super T Series® with many added maintenance 
features to enhance serviceability.

Today, Gorman-Rupp self-priming pumps are the world’s leading choice 
for waste handling applications in industries such as steel and paper 
mills, mining operations, food processing plants, power plants, automotive 
factories, tanneries and wineries. They are also the pump of choice in 
many sewage-handling applications worldwide.

Gorman-Rupp’s commitment to our original philosophy of innovation, 
continuous improvement, unparalleled quality and customer service 
continues to set us apart from others.



our pumps deliVer deCades oF 
perFormanCe and Value
Gorman-Rupp is committed to meeting your fluid-handling requirements long after 
installation. The quality manufacturing and testing that go into every Super T Series® 
pump guarantee long-lasting, trouble-free operation. And we provide a five year 
warranty and fast parts service to back up our products and ensure your peace of mind.

Value
Super T Series® pumps boast some of the lowest lifecycle costs in the 
industry. Because of the quality manufacturing and testing that goes 
into every Gorman-Rupp product, you benefit from minimal service 
interruptions and some of the lowest maintenance in the industry. 
Gorman-Rupp delivers the best ROi by ensuring low operating costs 
for decades. 

parts and service 
When you need a replacement part for your Super T Series, you’ll 
have it fast. With tens of thousands of genuine Gorman-Rupp parts 
and pumps at our disposal, we fill and ship 99% of parts orders within 
24 hours. Should your Super T Series pump or ReliaSource® pump 
package ever require service, our worldwide network of factory-trained 
distributors is ready to quickly respond to your needs. With just one 
number to call for parts and service, it’s easy and convenient to keep 
your equipment performing as it should.

peace of mind 
At Gorman-Rupp, we don’t just say our pumps are reliable. Unlike 
standard 90-day or one-year warranties, we guarantee every part and 
working component of a Super T Series pump for a full five years. With 
Gorman-Rupp, reliable performance is always guaranteed.

sound-attenuated, engine-driven models 
are environmentally engineered to operate 
much quieter than industry standards.



super t series®

Self-Priming, Solids-Handling Trash Pumps

superior solids-handling
designed for economical, trouble-free operation, the superior solids-handling capabilities of 
the Super T Series® pumps make them ideally suited for a variety of applications including 
solids-laden liquids and slurries. The large volute design allows automatic repriming in a 
completely open system without the need for suction or discharge check valves.

Available in discharge sizes of three, four, six, eight and ten inches, this line of self-priming 
pumps boasts capacities to 3400 gallons per minute (214.5 liters per second) and heads to 
148 feet (45 meters). Pumps four inches and larger are engineered to allow up to three-inch 
diameter spherical solids to pass through any critical area, including the recirculation port.

Super T Series pumps are available in several configurations, including a B version for 
higher head applications, close-coupled or engine-driven models. All Gorman-Rupp Super 
T Series pumps are backed by a five-year manufacturer’s warranty. 

easy to maintain
Super T Series pumps are designed with ease of service in mind. Because they are 
self-priming, they can be mounted above the liquid being pumped. Should service or 
maintenance be required, it can be easily performed using common hand tools without 
disconnecting piping. The impeller, seal, wear plate and flap valve can all be accessed 
through the shimless coverplate opening for inspection or service.*

All Super T Series pumps can be coupled to a standard nEMA motor, which means 
there’s no waiting for special motors.

G-r hard iron
G-R hard iron is offered as an option for our popular Super T Series pumps and is 
available for your abrasive applications. for years, Gorman-Rupp has proclaimed 
the benefits of G-R hard iron. This durable material provides superior performance 
by extending the pump life up to six times over standard cast iron or ductile 
iron components. G-R hard iron has a measured hardness in excess of 400 Bhn 
(Brinnell), providing the best abrasion resistance for nearly all pumping applications.
*Not available on ten-inch models.

Sol ids  Management  System

deal with tough solids 
applications
new challenges for solids-handling pumps are 
presented with the rise of stringy solids such as 
flushable, nonwoven wipes which are increasingly 
present in sewage. This, along with other clog-
prone solids such as feathers in poultry processing 
applications, can be dealt with effectively with the 
Gorman-Rupp EradicatorTM Solids Management System. 
The system is available for all Super T Series® pumps.

design Features
The Eradicator system features an 
aggressive self-cleaning wearplate 
incorporating a number of notches and 
grooves, as well as a patent-pending 
lacerating tooth, that helps break 
up stringy materials and pass them 
through the pump without impacting 
performance or interrupting service. A 
special back cover includes a patented 
lightweight inspection cover that can 
easily be removed if it is necessary to inspect 
the impeller. The innovative design greatly reduces 
troublesome clogging and expensive downtime.

system Benefits
Easier access to the impeller, 
increased uptime, improved 
operational efficiency, 
reduced maintenance costs 
and lower life-cycle costs 
are major benefits 
of the Eradicator 
system. no longer 
does the entire back 
cover assembly have to be removed to gain access 
to the impeller, and Eradicator-equipped pumps do not 
require expensive chopper blades that need periodic 
replacement. The system is available in cast iron and 
G-R hard iron configurations and can be factory-
equipped in new pumps or purchased as a retrofit kit 
that is interchangeable with Super T Series pumps 
currently operating in the field.

the eradicatortm solids 
management system is 
available for all sizes of 
Gorman-rupp super t 
series® pumps.



01 | fill Port

02 | Suction Check Valve

03 | O-Ring Seal

04 | Replaceable Wearplate

05 | Balanced impeller 

06 | Oversized Seal Oil Chamber

07 | Seal Oil Monitor

08 | Removable Rotating Assembly

09 | Bearing Oil Monitor

10 | Pusher Bolt Capability

11 | Optional Casing heater

12 | double lip Seals

13 | Atmospheric Bearing isolation

14 | Cartridge Mechanical Seal

15 | Easy-Off Coverplate nuts

16 | Removable Coverplate

17 | Easy-Grip handle

18 | Pressure Relief Valve

19 | Pusher Bolt Capability

20 | Shimless Coverplate  
 Adjustment

EradicatorTM Solids 
Management System

21 | lightweight inspection Cover
The patented design allows for easy  

 access to the impeller for routine  
 maintenance and clearing blockages.

22 | Aggressive Self-Cleaning 
 Wearplate
 incorporates grooves, notches and tooth  
 to shred stringy materials to further  
 reduce clogging.
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specifications 
Pump Size: 3” (75 mm),  
4” (100 mm),  6” (150 mm), 8” (200 mm), 
10” (250 mm)
Max. Capacity: 3400 GPM (214.5 lps)
Max. Solids: 3” (76.2 mm)
Max. head: 175’ (53.3 m)
Materials of Construction: Cast iron, 
316 Stainless Steel fitted, Cd4MCu, 
G-R hard iron fitted, G-R hard iron 
with hard iron Volute

All Super T Series® 
pumps come standard 
with a five-year warranty.
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eConomiCal operation
& easy to serViCe

solids-handling impeller 
Two-vane, ductile iron, semi-
open solids handling impeller 
handles up to 3” (76.2 mm) 
diameter solids, depending on 
pump model. Pump out vanes 
on the impeller shroud reduce 
foreign material buildup behind 
the impeller and reduce pressure on seal and bearings. 
Multi-vane impellers are available in “B” hydraulics 
models for higher head applications with limited solids. 
Optional materials include: G-R hard iron, 316 Stainless 
Steel, Cd4MCu and high Chrome.

Gorman-rupp Cartridge seal 
Exclusive double-floating, 
self-aligning, oil lubricated 
mechanical cartridge seal with 
stationary and rotating face 
of silicon carbide or tungsten 
titanium carbide is specifically 
designed for abrasive and ⁄ or trash handling service. 
Consult the factory for additional seal configurations.

removable rotating assembly
The entire rotating assembly 
can be removed without 
disturbing the pump volute or 
piping. Pusher bolt holes are 
provided to assist with removal. 
This allows for quick and easy 
installation of a spare rotating 
assembly, resulting in less downtime.

dual Bearing protection 
An atmospheric barrier along 
with two lip seals provide 
additional protection of the 
pump bearings. This unique 
design also allows for quick 
and easy external monitoring 
of the bearing cavity.

Gorman-Rupp’s patented external 
shimless adjustment design doubles 
the life of the impeller and wearplate.
The external shimless coverplate allows for easy adjustment 
of the clearance between the impeller and the wearplate. This 
process eliminates the need to realign belts, couplings or other 
drive components. in turn, the working height of the seal assembly 
and impeller back clearance are not disturbed. The unique collar 
and adjusting screw allow for incremental adjustments of the 
wearplate clearance.

Once adjustments have been made, the collar locks in place, 
maintaining the clearance setting even if the coverplate is removed. 
This design feature doubles the life of the impeller and wearplate 
while maintaining peak operating efficiency.

easily removable Coverplate 
The removable coverplate with easy-grip handle and pusher bolt 
capability provides quick and easy access to the pump interior (not 
available on 10” models).



Gorman-Rupp Super 
T Series® pumps are 
available in five sizes 
and multiple drive 
variations. When 
space is critical, 
close-coupling can be 
used to solve “tight-
fit” problems. V-belt 
configurations offer the 
advantage of flexibility 
in speed selection 
and usually provide 
maximum operating 
speed for the required 
head and capacity 
without trimming the 
impeller. Super T Series 
pumps are also available 
with diesel or natural 
gas powered engines, 
or as part of a packaged 
pumping station.

Gorman-rupp super t series®

The Right Pump For The Job

Basic pump

drive Variations

optional accessories

pump performance data

super t series®

Size: 3” (75 mm) 
Shown with optional flanges

super t series®

Size: 4” (100 mm)
Shown with optional flanges

super t series®

Size: 6” (150 mm)
Shown with optional flanges

super t series®

Size: 8” (200 mm)
Shown with optional flanges

super t series®

Size: 10” (250 mm)

super t series®

Close-coupled
super t series®

V-belt driven
super t series®

Engine driven
Shown with optional wheel kit

super t series®

ReliaSource® Packaged 
pumping station

super t series®

ReliaPrimeTM sound-
attenuated back-up system

•	 EradicatorTM Solids
Management 
System 

•	 Volute Casing 
heater 

•	 Automatic Air 
Release Valve

•	 discharge Check 
Valve

•	 Pump high-
Temperature 
Shutdown Kit

•	 G-R hard iron 
Casings (3”, 4” and 
6” models)

•	 high Chrome 
impellers (+600 Bhn,
limited pump sizes)

•	 Suction & 
discharge Gauge 
Kits

•	 Complete 
Replacement 
Rotating Assembly

•	 Pump Spare Parts 
Kit 

•	 Pump Easy drain Kit

•	 Continuous Vane 
impeller (10” model 
only)

•	 Optional 
Elastomers and 
Suction flap Valve 
Materials (EPdM, 
neoprene, AflAS-
TfE, Viton®*)

•	 Custom Seal 
Options including: 
flush Kits, Metal 
Bellows, double 
and Chemical 
duty Seals, and 
John Crane Type 9 
Mechanical Seals 
(limited pump sizes)
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*Viton® is a registered trademark of DuPont Performance Elastomers. All rights reserved.



Engineering and manufacturing superiority has been the hallmark of Gorman-Rupp since our inception in 1933. Today we bring our products to 
life in some of the most efficient, modern and state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities in the world. Gorman-Rupp has a selection of nearly 3,000 
pump models, and our world-class team of distributors has worked closely with thousands of end users around the world. We have the proven 
expertise and the resources to specify, manufacture, test and service your pump, and to ensure reliable performance for the long haul.

Fluid-handlinG equipment  
desiGned with your needs in mind 

Gorman-rupp pumps 
Mansfield, Ohio, USA
Gorman-rupp Canada
St. Thomas, Ontario, Canada

manufacturing Facilities 
distribution Centers

Gorman-rupp europe 
Culemborg, netherlands
Gorman-rupp africa 
Cape Town, South Africa 
durban, South Africa 
Johannesburg, South Africa (headquarters)

distribution Centers 
Bangkok, Thailand
dubai, United Arab Emirates 
Grand Prairie, Texas, USA 
Culemborg, netherlands
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 Gorman-Rupp has been manufacturing self-priming pumps since 
1933. Over the years, The Gorman-Rupp Company has set the 
standard with our T Series® and Super T Series® lines of pumps. 
Many have tried to copy the dependability that these lines provide.
 Today, Gorman-Rupp T Series pumps are the world’s leading choice 
for waste handling applications in industries such as steel and paper 
mills, deep mines, food processing plants, appliance and automotive 
factories, tanneries and wineries. They are also leaders in sewage 
handling applications worldwide. That’s because Gorman-Rupp offers 
customers the performance, efficiency and reliability they can count on, 
day-in and day-out.
 The T2 is the latest addition to the T Series family of our self-priming 
solids-handling pumps. With the same quality features that the T Series 
are known for, the T2 has additional innovative features that will enhance 
maintenance, improve performance and increase pump longevity.

Small package but not small in performance…
 With maximum heads to 115 ft. (35.1m) and flows to 210 GPM (13.2 l/s), 
the T2 pump features a volute design that allows it to reprime automatically 
in a completely open system, without the need for suction or discharge check 
valves. In fact, it can reprime with the pump casing only partially filled with 
liquid and a completely dry suction line.
 The T2 is standard with a cast iron casing and a two-vane ductile iron open 
impeller capable of passing 1.5" (38.1mm) spherical solids. 316 stainless steel 
fitted and G-R hard iron versions are also available. For corrosive and 
abrasive applications, the T2 can be supplied in an all CD4MCu version. 
Oil lubricated mechanical seals are available with tungsten titanium 
carbide or silicon carbide faces.

Simple and compact
 T2 is also available in a compact close-coupled version. This configuration is 
ideal where space is at a premium.  Available standard with a 3 hp or 10 hp JM 
Frame motor, these units will fit into almost any area or can easily be installed as 
part of an original equipment manufacturer’s (OEM) piece of equipment. All 
close-coupled versions of the T2 come supplied with an open drip-proof 
(ODP) motor. Other motor styles are available as an option. For 50 Hz 
international applications, T2 close-coupled models are available with totally 
enclosed fan-cooled (TEFC) IP55 framed motors.

Many drive variations from which to choose
 The T2 is available as a basic unit or may
be flex-coupled or V-belt driven by an electric motor.
When space is limited, flex-coupling solves “tight-fit”
concerns. V-belt drive configurations offer the
advantage of speed adjustment to match the
pump’s performance to the application without
the need to trim the impeller.
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Externally Removable Flap Valve: If maintenance is required, the integral suction flap 
valve can easily be removed and inspected without the inconvenience of disconnecting 
the piping or draining the pump casing.

Suction and Discharge Connections: Pump is available with 2" NPT (shown), or 
optional 2" ASA #125 spool flange or 50mm DIN 2527 spool flanges.

Removable Coverplate and Wearplate: Access pump interior quickly without 
disconnecting piping. Debris can be removed and pump returned to service in
minutes. Impeller, seal and wearplate can also be accessed through coverplate
opening for inspection or service. Jacking screw holes are provided.

Removable Rotating Assembly: Inspect or replace shaft or bearings without disturbing 
pump casing or piping by removing four bolts from the drive end of the pump. This 
greatly reduces downtime in critical situations. Jacking screw holes are provided.

Externally Adjustable Clearance: The rotating assembly is sealed with an O-ring. 
External shims between the rotating assembly housing and the pump casing allow for 
easy shimming to ensure optimum pump performance.

Dual Site Gauges: Individual site gauges are provided for inspecting the oil condition 
and levels in the bearing and seal cavities.

CLOSE COUPLED MODELS ONLY
Locking Collar: Use of adjustable 
locking collar with adapter shaft 
allows for the use of a wide variety 
of standard drivers.

The Superior Solution: Our quality reputation has made Gorman-Rupp the world’s 
leader in self-priming centrifugal pumps. And it makes us your best solution—meeting 
all of your industrial or municipal waste-handling needs. We Originate…Others Imitate.

Complete Packages: As with many of our pumps, 
T2 pumps can be supplied as part of Gorman-Rupp’s 
packaged pump systems to meet your municipal, 
industrial wastewater or storm water needs.
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